This paper considers a machine as a pair (G 5 M) where G is a group or a semi group and where M is a state space. The first part of the paper called reversible-state machines considers the case where G is a locally compact group and M is any locally compact group and M is any locally compact space. The essential requirement is that (x,p)~>x(p) be continuous where XGG, peM and x(p)eM; i.e., we require that the next state function be continuous. The notion of projective limit is discussed and a criterion is given as to when G is the projective limit of some of its quotient groups. Next an infinitesimal element is defined. An identification is then made near the respective identities of G and the set of infinitesimal operations
I. INTRODUCTION.
A classical way to view a machine is as follows: let M be any set which represents the status of the machine and let G be a group or semi-group of transformations on M. The pair (G,M) constitutes a machine [1] , [3] , [8] , [10] . It is then meaningful to study purely algebraic properties of G [2] , [5] , [6] , [11] • In this paper a machine is considered as a pair (G,M) where G is a topological group or semi-group and M is a topological space. It is then meaningful to talk about topological properties of groups and semi-groups. This paper brings into focus such relevant properties. The techniques are well known to people working in topological groups [4] , [7] , [9] .
-li-II. "REVERSIBLE-STATE" MACHINES.
Definitions, a.
The state-space.
Let M be a set with a topology t defined on it. Assume M is locally compact in this topology. M will be called a state-space.
Examples: 1) Let M be finite, and let t be the discrete topology.
2) Let M be a set of n-tuples with the usual topology.
3) Let M be a set of nxn matrices with the usual norm topology.
b.
The tape-group.
Let G be a group of transformations on the space M.
Suppose G is topologized so as to be locally compact. (I.e.
G consists of continuous maps of the space M into itself;
G has an algebraic group structure; the group operations are continuous on G; moreover, G is locally compact in that topology). G will then be called a tape group on M.
c. "Reversible-State" Machines.
A reversible state machine will be a pair (G,M) where M is a state-space and G is a tape-group on M. We, in addition shall require that the map (x,p)~^x(p), where xeG and peM, be continuous. Let us verify first of all that 0 is a well defined map.
If xG = yG then y~ xG so y" x(p) = p so x(p) = y(p).
This also shows that 0 is 1: Then the natural quotient topology is introduced on that new set.
Now we proceed to the proof of the theorem:
Proof:
We remark that a locally compact space is not a countable union of nowhere dense sets. 
Theorem:
Let G be a tape-group. N where aeh is a collection of normal subgroups of G satisfying the following conditions:
1) If a,0eA then there exists yeA such that N y < N ft A N^.
2) If U is any neighborhood of e^ there exists yeA such that N < U.
3) At least one of the N is compact.
Then we can form G ! the tape group which is the projective
# Let us comment on this theorem before giving the proof. We have here a criterion as to ! how thin 1 we must choose a set of tape subgroups such that the tape group G may be reconstituted as a projective limit of its quotient tape groups. G will be topologically equivalent to this projective limit. The physical interpretation of the projective limit is tentatively the following:
For each a. form the tape group G/N . This is an open set in the relative topology for the range of $.
Indeed, if this set contains $(h) we will show that heV.
We have ir a (h) eir a (gV) , so hegUN^ < gU 2 < V.
Now if we show that Range <S> = G 1 we will have proven the theorem. 
Convergence here is defined in the norm sense of M(V) . L(G)
is the set of all infinitesimal operations (respectively to G).
(Note that L(G) is nothing else but the Lie algebra of G).
Now if G is a closed subgroup of GL(V) and xrL(G), then
exp(x)eG. This is a trivial conclusion using the fact that G •Jr I Let us explain some of the terminology and conditions involved.
First of all u is assumed to be a weakly continuous isometric representation of G. show that x ^>[T A,B] is continuous for A, and that Be dense x subspace of G, ; i.e., for finite rank. (This family could be empty.)
Let P = E P^.
Then P commutes with all U .
Let m be the space on which I -P projects. Claim: U restricted to M has no finite dimensional x subrep. In fact, let Q ^ 0 be a finite dimensional projection which commutes with all U .
x Claim: Q < P. If not Q(l -P) ^ 0 so (I -P)Q(I -P) ^ 0 and GG, since the latter is a two-sided ideal and any operands tion of finite rank cG, . This operation is self adjoint and n, s compact, so by the spectral representation:
(1 -P)A(1 -P) = L A P, where P. are finite dimensional, orthogonal projections. It give averaging processes on automata where a mean can be constructed on the semi-groups of inputs.
